
M    RNING BULLS & BEARS

Dow futures are up 33 points at 34,409 and Crude Oil is down .25 cents at 80.27.

Gains in technology stocks kept Nasdaq futures afloat on Tuesday, while futures tracking the Dow and the S&P 
500 were limited by worries of higher inflation and its impact on third-quarter earnings starting this week.

Tuesday, October 12, 2021

Upcoming Reports
Export Inspections – Today 10:00 am
WASDE – Today 11:00 am 
Crop Progress – Today, 3:00 pm

Macro News

T-Storm Weather Summary: T-storms affect varying corn and soybean areas of Brazil on each of the next 14 days as a series of cool fronts pass, 
marking a convincing start to the developing rainy season, and with a drier period for planting in the south after more heavy rain Thu.-Sat. Argentina 
wheat needs rain, and beneficial totals affect the northern half as two rounds of t-storms unfold through Thursday (but southern areas only receive light 
totals, and a dry and cool period resumes for 7 to 10 days). In the U.S., showers and t-storms affect a wide area through Thu.-Fri., but at least 7 to 10 days 
of drying and mildness immediately follow to aid harvesting and planting next week.

**USDA reported private sale of 165,000 metric tons of corn for delivery to Mexico during the 2021/2022 marketing year.

Conference Call Notes: Markets continue to grind lower as traders prepare for a bearish report today and harvest pressure continues.  Expect volatility but with 
the market leaning bearish who knows what they throw at us and how the market trades it.  Corn basis values continue to be firm and bean basis remains weak 
relative to corn as farmers sell beans and store corn.  China reduced their corn crop by 850,000mt.  Russia reduced their wheat crop.  Market needs to see 
increased corn and bean exports showing up very soon.

Dalian corn, palmoil, soyoil and soymeal are lower. Rapeoil and corn higher. Hog futures are higher. There is talk that due to energy crisis, China may 
unload Australia coal boats at ports for 4 months. China may have bought 8-12 US/Brazil soybean cargoes. Some est imports below 100 mmt
Lower soybean imports could be due to lower sow numbers and available electricity for crushers.

China Cuts Estimate for 2021-22 Corn Production on Rains: CASDE
China revises down domestic corn output estimate by 850,000 tons from the previous month to 271m tons in 2021-22, according to China Agricultural 
Supply and Demand Estimates (CASDE). The continuous rainy weather since September has adverse impact on yield and quality of summer corn in 
north China. Corn imports in 2021-22 seen at 20m tons, unchanged from estimate in the previous month

U.K. Wheat Harvest Seen Rising 45% From Last Year: Defra
The U.K.’s wheat harvest is estimated at 14m tons, up from 9.66m tons last year, the Department for Environment, Food and Rural Affairs said in a 
report Monday, its first estimate for the season. Compares with a five-year average of 13.7m tons

UkrAgroConsult Raises Ukraine Wheat Crop, Export Estimates
Ukraine’s wheat crop is seen at 32m tons, up 0.8m tons from a September estimate, based on the latest harvest data as farmers complete collection, 
researcher UkrAgroConsult says in a report.  Export forecast for the 2021-22 season raised to 23.3m tons, from 22.5m tons

Brazil Soy Planting 10% Done as of Oct. 7: AgRural
Compares with 4% a week earlier and 3% a year earlier, consulting firm AgRural says in emailed report. Mato Grosso leads the pace, with current planting 
above 5-year average. Summer corn seeding in Brazil’s Center-South is 38% done, compared wth 33% a week earlier and 39% a year ago

France Cuts Soft-Wheat Harvest Estimate, Raises Corn: Ministry
France’s 2021 soft-wheat harvest is now seen at 35.2m tons, versus a September estimate for 36.1m tons, France’s agriculture ministry said Tuesday in a 
report. Heavy summer rains penalized yields of soft-wheat, durum-wheat and barley, while aiding corn, sunflowers and sugar-beet, according to the 
report. Corn harvest seen at 14.2m tons, versus 13.3m tons. Rainy weather and high prices spurred more farmers to shift corn acreage from silage to grain

U.S. Considers Faster Hog Slaughtering
The Biden administration is mulling a plan that may let some pork plants slaughter pigs more quickly if they boost staffing, Reuters reported, citing a 
union official. Proposal was put forward by Quality Pork Processors and union officials; it could benefit companies including WH Group’s Smithfield 
Foods and JBS, Reuters said. The federal Occupational Safety and Health Administration did not immediately respond to a request for comment, 
Reuters said; the USDA did not respond to subsequent questions from Reuters, and Quality Pork Processors did not respond to requests for comment

Argentina will prioritize international sales of corn to make sure crops already harvested are exported before sales can be registered for next season's crop, 
which is being planted, an Agriculture Ministry source told Reuters on Monday.

The average trade estimate for today’s WASDE report has corn production pegged at 14.973 billion bushels, yield at 176.0 bpa. Soybean production is 
seen at 4.415 billion bushels, yield at 51.1 bpa. The average trade estimate for today’s WASDE report has 2021/22 corn ending stocks at 1.432 billion 
bushels. Soybean stocks are pegged at 300 million bushels. Wheat ending stocks are seen at 576 million bushels. 
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